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IIITG’s Political Debut- Gymkhana Elections’16 

Orientation 
15th August, 2016, was celebrated as the 70th 
Independence Day in the college campus as part 
of the Azadi 70 Freedom Fortnight initiative by 
the MHRD. The day began with the traditional 
flag hoisting in the compound outside the campus 
building. The guards’ salute and singing of the 
national anthem were  followed by a speech by 
the respected Director of IIITG, Prof. Gautam 
Barua. In his speech ….                Continued on Pg 7 

Right from the very first 
announcement of the first 
ever student gymkhana 
elections of IIITG, until the 
declaration of results, IIITG 
witnessed a tremendously 
turbulent excitation of political 
propaganda. But the 

turbulence was managed well 
by a very competent team 
comprising of Dr. Suranjana 
Barua, Dr. David Lal, Dr. Surajit 
Panja, Dr. Shovan Barma and 
Dr. Hari Kant Choudhury. 
Under the expert guidance 
and supervision of the above 

committee, the first ever 
student council elections of 
IIITG culminated as a 
successful and historic event, 
with the culmination being a 
democratically elected body of 
student representatives. 
                       Continued on Pg 2  

Welcome to IIITG Herald, a bi-monthly 
publication whose main agenda is to keep its 
readers informed about all past and on-going 
technical and non-technical events, plus the 
activities of our elected leaders. George Orwell 
quoted in his famous novel ‘1984’ that “In a world 
of universal deceit, telling the truth is a 
revolutionary act.” Hence, we are a completely 
neutral source entitled to….    Continued on Pg 12 
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One teaspoon of politics and a boiling broth of IIIT Guwahati.  

Independence Day 
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IIITG’s Political Debut – The first ever student GYMKHANA council 
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Election Activity Timeline 

 Announcement of the Election: 29th August, 2016 

 Dates for filing nominations: 30thAugust- 1st 
September, 2016 

 Withdrawal of nomination: 2ndSeptember, 2016 

 Declaration of List of Candidates: 5th September, 2016 

 Campaigning Day: 6-7th September, 2016 

 No Campaigning Day: 8th September, 2016 

 Polling Day: 9th September, 2016(1300 – 1500 hours) 

 Counting of Votes : 9th September, 2016 (1530 – 1700 
hours) 

 Result Declaration: 9th September, 2016 (1730 hours) 

 

 Govindu Fathima 
        Jayadeep 

                                 President,Gymkahana 

       IIIT Guwahati 

 

 

“I promise better branding and advertising 
of the institute. I also plan on implementing 
an online feedback-cum-complaint portal, 
along with a monthly auditory report. I 
wish to get as many students involved in 
club activities as possible.” 

   Aashish Kumar Singh 

   Vice-President, Gymkahana 

   IIIT Guwahati 

 

 

 

“I begin by proving my managerial prowess and cite my contribution in the 
former Yuvaan to that effect. I promise transparency in my decision 
making. I also promise to put up a feedback-cum-complaint portal with 
anonymity options, along with a monthly media report. I plan on making 
Yuvaan a huge event for better branding of the institute.” 

   Shubham Kumar Jha 

   General Secretary – Technical 

   Gymkahana, IIIT Guwahati 
 

 

 

“Addressing the problem of wi-fi connections, I propose a 
solution of private connections at subsidised rates. I 
promise active involvement in competitions and activities 
organised by institutions of renown such as Codechef etc. 
I shall also try to get books on robotics etc. available in 
the library. Above all I will try my level best to do justice 
to this post.” 

         Sudhanshu Upadhyay 

  General Secretary - Cultural  

  Gymkahana,  IIIT Guwahati 

 

 

 

“I promise to start many clubs, each with a definite 
hierarchy. My basic aim would be to provide a platform for 
students to display their talent. I also plan on taking Yuvaan 
to an entirely new level by publicising the event and 
arranging for sponsors.” 

   Kundrapu Dilip Kumar 

   General Secretary -  Sports 

   Gymkahana,  IIIT Guwahati 

 

 

 

“The four pillars of my ideology are individual development, inclusion of 
girls, setting up of a sports panel and increase in number of inter and 
intra-college sports events. I also plan on promoting a LAN gaming culture. 
One of my major plans is to arrange for hiring of stadiums via funds 
generated through sponsorships.” 

- Shobhit Bhatnagar  October’16- November’16 
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Shobhit Bhatnagar 
First Voter of IIITG 

  Anamiya Bhattacharya 

  General Secretary - Welfare Board 

  Gymkahana,  IIIT Guwahati 

 

 

 

“I will try to initiate the setting up of a gym. I also promise to 
arrange for newspapers and desktop computers in the 
library. Moreover, I will ensure that all mess related issues 
are dealt with satisfactorily.” 

Name Total Votes 

Secured 

Winner 

      

President     

Chandan Kumar Tiwari 050 GOVINDU 

FATIMA 

JAYADEEP 

Govindu Fathima Jayadeep 182 

NOTA 002 

Total Votes Polled 234   

      

Vice-President     

Aashish Kumar Singh 111 AASHISH KUMAR 

SINGH Sandeep Dixit 110 

NOTA 013 

Total Votes Polled 234   

Gen-Sec.-Technical Board     

BachuRikith Reddy 089 SHUBHAM 

KUMAR JHA Shubham Kumar Jha 138 

NOTA 007 

Total Votes Polled 234   

      

Gen-Sec.-Cultural Board     

Biswa Bhusan Soren 063 SUDHANSHU 

UPADHYAY Sudhanshu Upadhyay 150 

Vivek Kumar Ojha 010 

NOTA 011 

Total Votes Polled 234   

      

Gen-Sec.-Sports Board     

Kanishk Bisen 080 KUNDRAPU DILIP 

KUMAR Kundrapu Dilip Kumar 152 

NOTA 002 

Total Votes Polled 234   

      

Gen. Sec.- Welfare Board     

Anamiya Bhattacharya Elected 

Unopposed 

ANAMIYA 

BHATTACHARYA 

The status quo appears to 
be a promising one. Work 
on various clubs has been 
initiated. The complaint 
portal is also in the making 
and shall be launched 
shortly. Meetings to discuss 
budgets for various clubs 
have been scheduled.  

While we felicitate the 
student council members, 
let us also acknowledge and 
appreciate the contribution 
and participation of the 
other candidates. It is 
because of them that the 
democratic principles of 
availability of choice and 
freedom of participation 
were preserved in the 
gymkhana elections.  

Another special mention 
must be given to the 

arrangements of the polling 
day. Really impressive 
arrangements had been 
made to ensure that voting 
be conducted in a 
professional manner, which 
it was. Much to the credit of 
the involved election 
authorities, no rigging took 
place, and the voting 
process was completely fair 
and unbiased. 

So finally, after a fortnight of 
intense internal and 
external politics, twisting 
and turning out of political 
propaganda, IIITG got its 
first ever student gymkhana 
council. We wish the elected 
members all the very best, 
and hope that they do their 
best for the benefit of the 
institute. 

     Elections’  Mark 

Students Gymkhana Council Elections- Final Result 

 October’16- November’16 
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Dr. Suranjana Barua 
Dr. Suranjana Barua is Assistant Professor and Head of Dept of HSS, IIITG. She is also the Coordinator for 
Cultural Affairs in our institute.  

Q. What inspired you to become a teacher? What according to you are the pros and cons of the 
job? 

I think Life planned for me to be a teacher. I applied for the MA Programme in the University of Delhi and 
topped that entrance exam. Once I started attending classes, I was hooked to the subject, to the University 
and to academics for life! After that, somehow, I could not think of any other option that could become my 
life’s calling. 

The pros of the job far outweigh the cons– first, I think that the best advantage is a life-long engagement 
with learning because; one cannot be a good teacher unless one is an assiduous learner . Another huge 

perk is of course dealing with inquisitive young minds all the time. One of the major cons is correcting those answer 
scripts after every exam you give! But there too when a teacher comes across a superlative answer script filled with 
original thinking, s/he feels like jumping with joy!  

 

 

Q. We often see that women are very interested in pursuing teaching as a career option. Do you think there are any 
specific gender related struggles that a woman has to overcome to get into this career and do justice to it? 

That is a very thought-provoking question. Yes, women are interested in teaching as that is a well-respected profession and, in our 
parts of the world, often considered a ‘safe’ option for girls to pursue. Chances are, your first teacher was a woman. However, as you 
go up the ladder, somehow, the gender ratio does get skewed. Even Oxford University got its first woman Vice-Chancellor only this 
year in 2016. Closer home, only 13 of India's 431 universities have women VCs and that too about six or seven of these 13 are all-
women universities. So you are right – there is the proverbial glass ceiling in this profession too if you go by such statistics. On the 
other hand, I strongly believe that a woman can and indeed do full justice to her career as an academician. Determination and diligence 
are never gendered.  

 

 

Q. You were in Delhi University before joining IIITG. What is your fondest memory of being there? 

Yes, I spent a whole decade there for my higher education (MA, MPhil, PhD). One of my proudest moments was when I hosted the 
Commonwealth Games Inauguration for the University. Also, I fondly remember the people I came across in DU living in a huge hostel 
of over 400 girl students. It was fun! I have been very blessed that way.  

 

  

Q. Who is that one role model in your life that has shaped your life and to whom you are extremely grateful?  

It has to start with my father – Late Niren Barua. He was a broadcaster with All India Radio and had an incredible larger than life 
persona with amazing interpersonal skills – people were always happy in his company. The next person to hugely influence me is Shri 
Arun Sarma – one of the most well-known playwrights and intellectuals of Assam. His child-like curiosity and his ability to strike up 
mundane conversations at times belies the fecundity of his mind.  And of course there have been some pretty awesome teachers who 
moulded me; like Shri Amlandeep Das who was my teacher in Cotton College, Guwahati – his student connect was phenomenal. There 
was also the ‘holy trinity’ of teachers I was lucky to meet at DU – Prof K.V Subbarao whose passion for academics is unparalleled; Prof 
R.K. Agnihotri whose range of scholarship is simply unbelievable and Dr Tanmoy Bhattachcharya whose incisive understanding of all 
things is something I aspire to emulate. They are truly my heroes.  

 

- Ankita Baruah  October’16- November’16 
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Q. What teams or clubs did you belong to as a student? What kind of clubs, in addition to the ones we already have, 
would you like to propose for IIITG? 

I was in the Girl Guide team while at school and I used to write for the college magazine. I am quite happy with the number of clubs you 
already formed here at IIITG – the main thing is that you should sustain the ones with lots of activities that develop your potential. I 
certainly think you should have a Movie club and a Debating Club – the former because good cinema is an education in itself and the 
latter because it hones your oration and does wonders for your self-confidence.  

 

Q. What are your hobbies?  

I like travelling a lot. Two of my best friends today were people I had met on train journeys! I had a travel column called ‘Of People and 
Places’ for a newspaper here in Assam and it ran on for quite a few years! I also like embroidering and reading. In Non-fiction, I recently 
finished reading V.S. Ramachandran’s The Tell-Tale Brain and in fiction I have just picked up Amitav Ghosh’s The Shadow Lines. His 
dexterity with language is simply superb. 

 

Q. How do you structure your time to manage your duties other than teaching, i.e., related to the cultural affairs of our college? 

There are two essentials to efficient time management: one is to respect your own as well as the other person’s time and the second is 
to prioritize things. The other thing I would like to point out is that you a get a lot accomplished if you work with an efficient and 
trustworthy team. You must have observed every time you come to me for something, I ask for a list of names first. I have a great team 
of colleagues and/or students in place first and I really appreciate them. 

 

Q. One thing that the entire IIITG would unanimously agree to, is that everybody enjoys learning in your class. Is there 
something specific that you would want your students to remember from your class, other than what comes for the exams? 

Wow! That is such a huge compliment – thank you! The one thing I would like students to appreciate is how truly amazing this unique 
faculty of language is. It is the most taken–for-granted system of communication in the world and yet it is something that makes us 
humans truly unique! If the discovery of fire and use of tools tamed nature for us to an extent and the invention of the wheel laid the 
foundation of civilization and technology, then language established our credentials as modern Homo Sapiens – the thinking species.  

 

Q. Do you think there is some difference or similarity between the struggles that students faced back when you 
yourself were a student and those who are students now? What advice would you like to give to this generation based 
on your own experiences? 

Well, some ‘existential’ issues of students are more or less standard – getting good grades in exams, handling the unpredictable stuff, 
parental/ peer pressure etc. But now, you have more choices– and hence more possibilities both for achieving your goals and for 
bewilderment! Our lives were easier that way since we had limited options.  

 

My advice is to: ‘Never let go of your dreams but always have a back-up plan’! 

 

Q. Lastly, is there any message you want to convey to your fellow colleagues through our newspaper? 

The message I want to give my colleagues is the one I give to students whenever we organize anything – ‘IIITG may be small in size but 
let us be BIG in spirit’. We can get a lot done – let us all work hard together to take this institute to dizzying heights and enjoy each 
moment en route! 

Thank you once again for this opportunity to speak to you – it has truly been a privilege. Through your paper I would like wish each 
student of IIITG the very best: each one of you is a force to reckon with – go ahead and unleash yourself on the world! 

 

 

 October’16- November’16 
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- Ankita Baruah 

Mr. Govinda Fathimu Jaydeep, a student of CSE and currently in his final year of Btech, is the First President of 
IIITG. While he does not seem remotely fazed by this achievement, he does seem to be always short of time, 
juggling academics and leadership activities. While interviewing him with an extremely open mind, his most 
noticeable trait came off as an extreme candidness in conversation and a sense of supreme confidence, 
smiling off fellow colleagues trying to pull his leg. Team IIITG Herald wishes him good luck for pulling off this 
massive feat and expects him to not use his glossy exterior as an escape ruse, instead of dealing with IIITG’s 
deep-rooted problems.  

Following are a few questions to help our readers know their ‘President’ better. 

 

Q. What do you think has attracted more votes for you from the IIITG junta? 

An impactful presentation, respectful interactions with everyone, trying to reflect positivity by giving solutions rather than simply showing 
the problems we have. 

 

Q. Are you happy with the other students who are elected? What do you hope to achieve with this team? What is your 
vision for IIITG by 2017? 
Since the people who have majority support have won, so, I am very happy. The main priority is to reduce the communication gap 
between the faculty coordinators and the students. I think the setting up of an online portal that was in my agenda will be helpful towards 
this. Again, long term planning for Yuvaan is a priority, as we want to scale up the event to the next level. 

 

Q. What do you love and hate most about IIITG? Fondest and worst memory in here? 
Most lovable part about IIITG has to be definitely meeting so many new people. I do not like the ‘North-South Group’ism that exists here. 
My Fondest memory is deciding to stay back in IIITG instead of yielding to homesickness, so as to learn the value of independence. Worst 
memory: When we lost our friend over a boat ride that proved fatal for the good soul. It was a very tragic incident and I will forever 
cherish his memories.  

 

Q. If you could be a superhero, what power would you choose to have? Where would you live and what would your 
costume look like? 
Goku from DragonBall Z, instant transportation (direct from college to my home, to enjoy my mother’s food), Venom’s costume from 
Spiderman. 

 

Q. It’s in your Instagram bio that you are a fitness freak. So can you tell us what do you do to stay fit?  
I actively involve myself in different sports and during the vacations I go to the gym, to build discipline and punctuality, in addition to 
fitness. I also love watching Cricket especially the Indian Cricket Team; but my favorite sportsperson is AB de Villiers.  

 

Q. What are your personal views on feminism?  
I support feminism as long as long as it stands for equal rights for women and men and is not used to exploit either gender. 

 

Q. If you could watch just one movie and read just one book for the rest of your life, what would they respectively be? 
Zindagi Na Milegi Dobara; H.C. Verma (Started reading this in my +12, hopefully the rest of my life will be enough to complete ‘reading’ 
it). 

 

Q. Lastly, can you give us a brief insight on IIITG’s placement cell?  
The placement cell is trying very hard and we have a positive nod from a few companies. Let us just hope for the best. 

 October’16- November’16 
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Continued from Pg 1: Prof. Barua commemorated the martyrs 
to whom we owe our Independence Day celebrations. He 
talked about their utmost devotion towards, and sheer love for 
their motherland. Lastly, he officially welcomed the fresher 
batch, which had the maximum attendance (co-incidence! Or is 
it?) and gave them a short briefing about the institute. He also 
talked about the then current status of the ongoing 
construction of the actual college campus. 

Following were various performances by the students. A chorus 
performance by the fresher batch was deeply acknowledged 
and greatly appreciated. It was delightful to see the latest 
addition to the IIITG family tree participate with such zest and 
gusto. The sophomore batch performed a skit on the very 
contemporary and very relevant issue of brain drain.  

- Shobhit Bhatnagar 

Celebrating Independence Day – AZADI 70 

Their performance too 
was lauded by the 
audience. Following the 
skit were two solo 
singing performances by 
3rd Year students. 
Hearing them sing was a 
real treat to the ears. 
And lastly there was 
another solo song by a 

4th Year student. And 
yes, this too was a 
melodic extravaganza. 
The heart-touching 
rendition of all the three 
patriotic songs filled the 
ambience with a 
nationalistic vibe. 

Later, brunch was 

served in the campus 
mess. The food was 
genuinely scrumptious, 
and was as appreciated 
by the students as if it 
were a rarity. The 
diamond-shaped halwa 
was, by popular 
consensus, deemed the 
best. 

 The day concluded on a 
positive note, and the 
college buses ferried the 
students back to the 
hostel. 

Prof Gautam Barua paying tribute to National Flag 

Sophomore students performing skit Freshmen year students performing patriotic song 

 October’16- November’16 
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Yuvaan’16 Volunteers 

Yuvaan’16 Cricket Winners – “Blizzards” 

Yuvaan’16 Group Song Event Yuvaan’16 Group Dance Event 

Yuvaan’16 LAN Gaming Event 

Lecture by Prof. Arupjyoti Saikia, IIT Guwahati 

 October’16- November’16 
  

- Suyog & Daniel 
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In Nainital at ARIES 

Visiting Students Programme at Aryabhatta Research 
Institute of Observational Sciences is an excellent 
opportunity for students who are interested in research. 
About ARIES (http://www.aries.res.in/): Situated adjacent 
to the picturesque hill town of Nainital, ARIES ( an acronym 
of Aryabhatta Research Institute of observational sciences ) 
is one of the leading research Institutes which specializes in 
observational Astronomy & Astrophysics and Atmospheric 
Sciences.  

Link: 

http://internshala.com/internships/android-internship-in-
nainital/sortrecent 

In Bangalore at Elth.care 

About Elth.care (http://elth.care): Founded by the ex-Flipkart 
employee, an IIM alumnus, and a doctor, we built a world-class 
product within a very short span of time. We are also backed by a 
solid support from Indian Health Care industry and an Exclusive 
Health Care accelerator. Our elth.care app is the first AI-powered 
self-diagnosis platform made in India for Indians and in regional 
languages. We are also developing NLP based chatbots using 
Advanced Analytics and Machine Learning Concepts. We aim at 
becoming the best Healthcare Technology Startup of India that 
solves the doctor-patient ratio in India in a unique way with Artificial 
Intelligence & Machine Learning.  

Link: 
http://internshala.com/internships/artificial%20intelligence%20%28
ai%29internship-in-bangalore/sort-recent 

In Noida at VAYUZ 

About VAYUZ (http://www.vayuz.com): 
VAYUZ is focussing on the Startup story, 
working closely with some of the hottest 
startups on the block. 

Co-founded by a serial entrepreneur with an 
experience of raising Angel / Pre-Series A 
funding and guys who have collective 
industry experience of over 30+ years with 
Fortune 50+ Cos, VAYUZ brings a fresh new 
perspective to product development. We are 
helping Startups & businesses in developing 
intuitive, engaging and interactive platforms, 
also providing them end to end Tech 
Consulting and enabling them with their Deck 
and GTM strategies.  

Link: 

http://internshala.com/internships/keywords
-VAYUZ 

In Mumbai at IIT Bombay 

Prof. Ganesh Ramakrishnan is gearing to take Rural 
India a leap ahead. And hence, for his outstanding 
contributions he has been awarded IBM Faculty 
Award 2011. About the Internship: The project aims 
in development of an open educational ICT 
architecture to help capture, complement, 
supplement and disseminate knowledge of existing 
integral practices. In the present circumstances,the 
efficient and reliable techniques are needed for 
collecting, preserving, organizing (arranging), 
representing (describing), selecting (retrieving), 
reproducing (copying), and disseminating 
documents.  

Link: 

http://internshala.com/internships/android-
internship-in-mumbai/sortrecent 

Work from home 
Internship at Creapptic 
Technologies. About 
Creapptic  Technologies:  

We make amazing apps 
both on android and iOS. 
We specialise in 
education, event 
management and social 
apps. About the 
Internship: - The selected 
intern(s) will have to 
make the specified 
customisations in the 
android and iOS app. - 
The selected intern(s) 
will also be making 
changes in the Node.js 
code written for the 
backend server.  

Link: 

http://internshala.com/i
nternships/keywords-
Creapptic%20Technologi
es 

Mobile App 
Development 

Python Development (Artificial Intelligence & NLP) Research (Science & Engineering) 

Mobile App Development Android App Development  

- Suyog Pipliwal  October’16- November’16 
  

Source: Internet 
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Photo-Math solves all sorts of maths equations through the 
technique of a picture. All one has to do is click a picture of 
the problem which needs to be solved and the app 
produces its solution immediately. After this, scan the 
problem which needs solving in the camera of the app. This 
will be followed by the detailed solution of the given 
problem.PhotoMath founder Damir Sabol says that this 
app has been downloaded over 36 million times on 
Android and iOS. It is consistently one of the top 5 
educational apps in the US. The PhotoMath+ service is 
available on an unpaid basis till November 30. 

BENGALURU: Zone Startups 
India, Dentsu Aegis Network and 
Nasscom are increasingly 
focusing on launching women-
driven accelerator programmes 
and similar such initiatives, a 
move aimed at bringing in more 
women entrepreneurs in the 
startup ecosystem. Programmes 
focus on long-term prospects for 
entrepreneurs to raise seed 
rounds for research and creating 
prototypes within techand 
finance-oriented domains. 
“Networking is one of the major 
hurdles we face as women 
entrepreneurs, accelerator 
programmes can especially help 

with that. Some of the people we 
met through Zone Startup’s 
accelerator programmes are 
individuals we are currently 
forging partnerships with. It also 
helps to raise seed rounds to 
sustain operations or develop 
prototypes,” said Shivani Mohan, 
co-founder of Saral Designs, 
which has created a proprietary 
tech enabled machine that can 
produce up to 15,000 sanitary 
napkins a day, largely for women 
in rural India. Saral Designs won 
the first place at Zone Startup’s 
women accelerator programme 
‘Empower’.  

AeroMobil, a Slovakian company, is creating just that  a 
vehicle which operates both as a sports car and an 
airplane. "We hope to hand out the first set of keys to 
our customers by 2018," Stefan Vadocz, CCO of 
AeroMobil told ET, adding that the company plans to 
take pre-orders starting from 2017. With a 6metre long 
and 2.4-metre wide body, AeroMobil's flying car will fit 
into the standard parking space but will transform into 
a plane at the push of a button. 

KOLKATA: The city-based internet consulting company 
Indus Net Technologies on Friday launched a digital 
acceleration lab in Kolkata for nurturing and mentoring 
startups. Startups enrolled in the programme will get 
insights from industry veterans on strategy, business 
model, product-market fit, segmentation-positioning-
differentiation, marketing plan, sales pitch and process, 
scaling, finance, team building, technology guidance, 
and management basics. "The selection of startups will 
be rigorous. After three months, the successful 
startups will be asked to continue with the company to 
progress further in exchange for equity for using Indus 
Net's network. 

Enthusiasm for tech startups in 
India had waned in the last two 
years with fewer exits, a funding 
crunch and an inability to scale 
up. That seems to be changing 
with Intel, Apple and Nutanix 
shopping around for companies 
and the people who work there. 
Intel bought Soft Machines, a 
Silicon Valley chip designer with 
offices in Hyderabad, for $300 
million in September. The 
company was cofounded by 
former Intel veteran Mahesh 
Lingareddy. Last month, Intel 

acquired California-based deep-
learning star .. "Talented small 
teams are working within an 
interesting technology area, 
where they are exhibiting some 
early product traction and a 
transaction which can be closed 
on relatively attractive terms," 
he said. Major acquisitions in 
2016 point to growing demand 
for technologies that are 'hot' 
right now, including machine 
learning, cloud infrastructure 
and automation, experts said. 

Interest of global tech giants including Apple, Intel 
revives in Indian startup space 

Companies like Zone Startups, Dentsu starting 
programmes to encourage women entrepreneurs 

Photomath’s app can now solve 
handwritten math problems 

If cars could fly, AeroMobil will be 
steering the idea 

Indus Net Tech launches a platform to 
mentor startups 

- Suyog Pipliwal 

Indian startup launches ‘Blink’ smart watch at 
rupees 12999 

Bengaluru-based technology start up Withwork on Friday launch its flagship smart watch ‘Blink’ priced 12,999.The device runs on 
Withwork own voice-based operating system Marvin OS. Blink has 1.39 inch screen ,1 GB RAM ,8 GB internal storage and can run for 
up to two days on single charge .The company ha opened prebooking for the smart watch at rupees at 2500.The watch comes with 
Android 5.1-based Marvin OS, and will be offered in three different variants – Classic, Sport and Steel. Each model will be offered in 
two different color options – Black and Silver. 

 October’16- November’16 
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Brain Boosters 

1. On a rainy summer day, brothers Dylan and Austin spend 
the day playing games and competing for prizes as their 
grandfather watches nearby. After winning two chess 
matches, three straight hands of poker and five rounds of 
ping-pong, Austin decides to challenge his brother, Dylan, to 
a final winner-take-all competition. Dylan clears the kitchen 
table and Austin grabs an old coffee can of quarters that their 
dad keeps on the counter. The game seems simple as 
explained by Austin. The brothers take turns placing a quarter 
flatly on the top of the square kitchen table. Whoever is the 
first one to not find a space on his turn loses. The loser has to 
give his brother tonight’s dessert. Right before the game 
begins, Austin arrogantly asks Dylan, “Do you want to go first 
or second?” 

Dylan turns to his grandfather for advice. The grandfather 
knows that Dylan is tired of losing every game to his brother. 
What does he whisper to Dylan? 

2. Following their latest trip, the 13 pirates of the ship, SIGINTIA, 
gather at their favorite tavern to discuss how to divvy up their plunder 
of gold coins. After much debate, Captain Code Breaker says, “Argggg, 
it must be evenly distributed amongst all of us. Argggg.” Hence, the 
captain begins to pass out the coins one by one as each pirate 
anxiously awaits her reward. However, when the captain gets close to 
the end of the pile, she realizes there are three extra coins. 

After a brief silence, one of the pirates says, “I deserve an extra coin 
because I loaded the ship while the rest of you slept.” Another pirate 
states, “Well, I should have an extra coin because I did all the cooking.” 
Eventually, a brawl ensues over who should get the remaining three 
coins. The tavern keeper, annoyed by the chaos, kicks out a pirate who 
has broken a table and who is forced to return her coins. Then the 
tavern owner yells, “Keep the peace or all of you must go!” 

The pirates return to their seats and the captain, left with only 12 total 
pirates, continues to distribute the coins - “one for you,” “one for 
you.” Now, as the pile is almost depleted, she realizes that there are 
five extra coins. Immediately, the pirates again argue over the five 
extra coins. The captain, fearing that they will be kicked out, grabs the 
angriest pirate and ushers her out of the tavern with no compensation. 
With only 11 pirates left, she resumes distribution. As the pile nears 
depletion, she sees that there won’t be any extra coins. 

The captain breathes a sigh of relief. No arguments occur and 
everyone goes to bed in peace. If there were less than 1,000 coins, 
how many did the pirates have to divvy up? 

3. Mel has four weights. He weighs them two at a time in all 
possible pairs and finds that his pairs of weights total 6, 8, 
10, 12, 14, and 16 pounds. How much do they each weigh 
individually? 

Note: There is not one unique answer to this problem, but 
there is a finite number of solutions 

4. After observing Albert and Bernard determine Cheryl's birthday, Charlie decides he wants to play. He presents a list of 14 possible 
dates for his birthday to Albert, Bernard and Cheryl. 

 • Apr 14, 1999     • Feb 19, 2000     • Mar 14, 2000  

 • Mar 15, 2000    • Apr 16, 2000    • Apr 15, 2000 

 • Feb 15, 2001    • Mar 15, 2001     • Apr 14, 2001 

 • Apr 16, 2001    • May 14, 2001    • May 16, 2001 

 • May 17, 2001    • Feb 17, 2002 

He then announces that he is going to tell Albert the month, Bernard the day, and Cheryl the year. After he tells them, Albert says, "I 
don't know Charlie's birthday, but neither does Bernard." Bernard then says, "That is true, but Cheryl also does not know Charlie's 
birthday." Cheryl says, "Yes and Albert still has not figured out Charlie's birthday." Bernard then replies, "Well, now I know his birthday." 
At this point, Albert says, "Yes, we all know it now." What is Charlie's birthday? 

- Suyog Pipliwal 

Solutions of all brain boosters will publish in next newsletter 
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Achievements 

A very famous, and very true quote goes,”Hard work beats talent 
if talent doesn’t work hard.” But Gitartha Kashyap of the batch of 
2013 happens to be the perfect blend of both. This young man 
fought all odds and skepticism to prove his mettle.  

Adorning his shelf in his home are a trophy and a sash, both of 
which declare him to be the Most Talented contestant in the Pink 
Villa Beauty Pageant, 2016. He also has to his credit the 
prestigious position of 2nd runner up in the same. 

When asked how did all this come about, he smiles to himself 
and remembers the day of his audition. After his selection, he 
left neither the stones, nor the tables unturned. Fighting against 
social and academic pressure, he made time for his grooming 
sessions. Running up and down the roads of Guwahati, he used 
to go for his grooming sessions from the college campus, and 

then come all the way back to continue with his classes.  

In the talent round of the pageant, Gitartha gave a phenomenal 
dance performance. However, at the end of the round he was 
tied with another contestant, who coincidentally happened to be 
a dancer too. The judges then decided to have a dance face off. 
And as always, Gitartha failed to disappoint. 

And once again on the 28th of August 2016, Gitartha gave us good 
reason to be proud of him by winning the 2nd runner up position 
in the Pink Villa Beauty Pageant, 2016. He believes that it is his 
confidence and suave that won him the judges’ confidence. 

Climbing up the ladder of success, this fashion enthusiast 
recently did a fashion show with Preview. The IIITG family is 
proud of him, and wishes that may he give it umpteen number of 
opportunities in the future too to feel the same.   

- Shobhit & Ankita 

Continued from Pg 1: shed light on the tricks of 
language, practical effort vs political narrative and 
basically, the bare truth, so as to shoulder the 
responsibility of media: the fourth pillar of a 
democracy.  Our highly efficient team consists of: 
Section editors:: Shobhit Bhatnagar , Suyog Pipliwal, 
Designing Head:: Shashi Shekhar, Editor-in-chiefs:: 
Ankita A. Baruah and Syed Saud Hasan, motivated 
and guided by Dr. Suranjana Barua.  

Achieving High – Gitartha Kashyap 
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Many achievements are still unpublished. Let us know about your achievements. E-mail us :  college.media.iiitg@gmail.com 


